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Maths
This week we have started a new topic on 

Multiplication and Division; we will be using 
our times table skills that we learnt in our last 
maths topic as we gradually learn some written 
methods. We have focused on multiplying and 
dividing by 10 and 100, thinking about scaling 
questions and patterns, such as 7 x 3 = 21 and 
700 x 3 = 2100. We have also started to look at 

multiplying 2 digit and 1 digit numbers. We 
have used Place Value grids to create repeated 
addition to support our multiplications as they 
get trickier. For example, when working out 34 
x 3 – we would make three groups of 30 and 

three groups of 4 to break it down.

English
Last week we started our new writing 
topic using the book Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl. We 

started off by getting absorbed into the 
chocolatey world by designing our own 
chocolate bar; there were certainly some 

very creative and unique ideas! Our 
sentence stacking so far has focused on 
the section of the book where Charlie 
finds the golden ticket. We have really 

been thinking about making our writing 
creative and engaging for the reader, and 
I have been so impressed with the writing 

the class have produced this week!



Science 
In Science this week we started our 

new topic, Animals and their Habitats. 
We started off by thinking about what 
defines a living thing; we learnt about 
the 7 characteristics of a living thing 
and we used the acronym MRS NERG 
to help us remember this. We made 

some posters to help us remember the 
7 characteristics. Then, we thought 

about living things that we might find 
in the local area and started to 

consider what their habitats were.   

PE
In PE this half term we are working on 

Dance and Tag Rugby. Our Dance links with 
our Science topic as we are using the song 
Carnaval des Animaux by Camille Saint-
Saëns. Each week we are focusing on a 

different section of the music and we are 
trying to represent the animal using our 
dance skills. In tag rugby we have learnt 

how to hold and pass the ball; we have been 
practicing passing backwards and we are 
gradually having a go at passing on the 

move. 



Art
Our Art topic this term links to our 

Science topic as we learn about 
different artistic ways to represent 
insects. We have looked at different 

insects close-up and thought 
carefully about their different 

features, such as the antennae and 
thorax. In our first lesson, we focused 

on drawing an insect in pencil; we 
worked really hard on including a lot 
of detail. This week, we had a similar 
focus, but we used colour to show the 
different tone and shade of the insect. 










